Sustainability at Formula E

Delivering Sustainable Events Globally within an
ISO20121 Framework - IOSH session

Sustainability strategy aligned to four pillars
Environmental excellence

Leadership and innovation

To implement United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) within our environmental
strategy and align our carbon
emissions onto climate science.

To reinforce our leadership, brand
reputation and credibility through the
adoption of the best internationally
recognised standards for sustainable
event management and environmental
excellence in sporting events.

Social progress

Creating value through values

To build more inclusive, resilient and
diverse communities within our host
cities through the implementation of
our strategic engagement plan.

To enhance our Teams’ and Partners’
brand visibility and reputation by
developing bespoke sustainability
campaigns and activations.

Sustainability projects
Environmental excellence
§ NZC and SBTs
§ Sustainable events
§ UN alignment (see appendix)
1. UN SDGs
2. UNFCCC Sports for Climate Action
3. UN Climate Neutral Now

Leadership and innovation
§ GEN3
§ Accreditations
1. ISO 20121
2. FIA 3-star environmental
accreditation
§ ESG reporting

4. UNEP #BeatAirPollution

Social progress

Creating value through values

§ UNICEF partnership

§ Partners, Teams, Suppliers

§ FIA Smart Cities

§ Race to road transfers

§ FIA Girls on Track

§ Raising awareness

§ Host city local legacies and
community engagement
§ World Bank partnership (TBA)
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Environmental excellence –NZC status (1/2)

The first sport to reach
Net Zero Carbon status
since inception and to
join SBTi
We have invested in projects to neutralise our
carbon footprint since inception and
committed to further reduce our emissions by
45% by 2030 as part of Science Based
Targets initiative.
§ Following the recommended approach set out by the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), Formula E has followed three key steps:

List of internationally certified offsetting projects, S1-S7
We’ve offset the 150,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions related to our activities
from S1-S6 inclusive, via credits purchased from UN recognised projects in
the following locations:

ARGENTINA

Wind power energy
generation

CHINA

Biomass energy
generation

MALAYSIA

Landfill gas energy
generation

MOROCCO

Landfill gas energy
generation

Landfill gas energy
generation

1. Effective measurement of carbon output
2. Prioritising footprint reduction
3. Offsetting remaining unavoidable emissions
§ Unavoidable emissions from S1-S7 have been certified
as offset through investment in Gold Standard and
Verified Carbon Standard UN projects, among others,
in-line with the UNFCCC’s Clean Development
Mechanism

CHILE

Landfill gas energy
generation

EUROPE

Renewable energy
certificates in UK, GER,
FRA, IT, SWI, RUS

MEXICO

Landfill gas energy
generation
&
Agriculture GHG
reduction

USA

URUGUAY

Wind power energy
generation

Environmental excellence–The Climate Group & RE100

Committed to
transitioning to 100%
renewable energy
Through our partnership with Climate Group
and its RE100 programme, we’ve committed
to transitioning to 100% use of renewables.
§ We are a proud ambassador of The Climate
Group’s EV100 programme and partner to its
RE100 programme
§ We currently use 100% renewable energy to
power our cars, HQ and most of our events
§ We have a renewable energy roadmap which
prioritises grid power and sustainable fuels to
help us achieve this

SEASON 7 CARBON FOOTPRINT

19,600 t CO2 -eq

Additional event footprint reduction Seven pillars
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

FREIGHT

WASTE

PLASTICS

F&B

BRANDING

SUPPLIERS

TRANSPORTATION

Optimisation of the
calendar

52% of waste is
recycled globally and
90% in EU and U.S

Introduction of Allianz
Hydration Stations
and reusable water
pouches in S5 saved
over 300k 330ml
single-use bottles
from S5-S7

Fan and staff event
catering includes
30% vegetarian
options

In 2019 we
introduced a
revolutionary nonPVC track vinyl

Locally sourced

We became a
founding member of
the sustainable
signage working
group, created jointly
with IOC to have a
circular approach to
sporting signage and
stop waste to landfill

Multiple sea-freight
sets to cover certain
continents
Multi-modal approach
with road, sea & rail
prioritised over air
where possible
Only freighting racecritical items
Freight inventory
audits to understand
what can be sourced
locally
Using biofuel where
possible

Recycling Rangers in
high footfall areas to
educate fans and
raise awareness of
the importance of
recycling

Overall phase out of
single-use plastics atevent e.g. reusable
cutlery and
biodegradable
packaging

Seasonal options

Integrated
No at-event public
sustainability KPIs
parking to encourage
and/or wording into all
public, sustainable
tenders and
and shared transport
contracts
Only race-critical
Sustainable
staff travel to our
procurement policy,
events to reduce
Code of Conduct and
unnecessary
questionnaire for
attendance
suppliers
Rail services
Specific guidelines on
prioritised for
sustainable
European races
operations/content/d
elivery for exhibitors

Additional event footprint reduction Chassis, batteries and tyres

Additional event footprint reduction Gen3 era
Building on GEN2 credentials, GEN3 will see a step-change in
sustainability performance with sustainable principles incorporated
from design.
The Gen3 is the first Formula E car aligned to Life Cycle Thinking with a
clear path towards second life and end of life for all tyres, broken parts
and battery cells. In addition:

• The Gen3 will be net-zero carbon, maintaining the Championship’s
status as the first sport to be certified as net-zero carbon since
inception.
• All carbon fibre broken parts will be recycled
by an innovative process from the aviation and aerospace industry into
new fibres reusable for other applications.
• A pioneering process will deliver 26% sustainable materials into the
composition of tyres.
• The Gen3 is powered by electric motors that are substantially more
efficient than Internal Combustion Engines (ICEs) as they can convert
over 90% of the electrical energy into mechanical energy (motion)
compared to approximately 40% in high efficiency ICEs.
• All suppliers are held to strict sustainability KPIs, notably achieving FIA
3* Environmental Accreditation certification by Season 9.

Environmental excellence –United Nations alignment

Partnership with UNEP
to support its clean air
campaigns
Since 2017 (S4), we have supported UNEPs
#BeatAirPollution & #BreatheLife campaigns 1)
via driver Lucas Di Grassi & event activations.
§ In partnership with the United Nations Environment
Programme since 2017, we work to raise awareness of
the detrimental impact of air pollution and empower
individuals, governments and private companies to take
part in the fight to #BeatAirPollution
§ FE x UNEP collaborations include:
1. Raising awareness, including long-time FE driver Lucas
Di Grassi as a UNEP Clean Air Advocate
2. Activated UNEP’s #BreatheLife campaign at-track
including reps, photo booth and other interactive
activities (S5: Marrakech, Mexico, Rome, Berlin, NYC)
3. Innovative initiatives including UNEP Oxygen Bar
(Santiago S6) and an air quality monitoring pilot utilising
at-track sensors (Berlin S7)
1) Partnership extended from April 2021

Environmental excellence –United Nations alignment

Signatory of UNFCCC
Sports for Climate
Action programme
As a signatory of the UNFCCC Sports for
Climate Action, we’ve laid out concrete
actions against its five principles.
§ The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) Sports for Climate Action
programme was developed for two overarching goals:
1. Achieving a clear trajectory for the global sports
community to combat climate change, through
commitments and partnerships according to verified
standards, including measuring, reducing, and reporting
greenhouse gas emissions, in-line with Paris Agreement
2. Using sports as a unifying tool to federate and create
solidarity among global citizens for climate action

Formula E’s progress against the UNFCCC principles
1. Undertake systematic efforts to promote greater environmental
responsibility
§
§

Defined by company values and sustainable policies (e.g., travel, procurement)
Delivering sustainable events and positively impacting host cities

2. Reduce our overall climate impact
§
§

Signatory of UN Climate Neutral Now and achieved net zero carbon status
Signatory of Climate Group’s RE100 and transitioning to 100% renewable energy

3. Educate for climate action
§
§

Work closely with UNEP on its #BreatheLife and #BeatAirPollution campaigns to advance
our shared interest in improving air quality
World Bank partnership (TBA)

4. Promote sustainable and responsible consumption
§
§

Monitor and measure impact using our lifecycle assessment
Sustainable event initiatives: recycling, F&B options, plastics reduction, no parking

5. Advocate for climate action through communication
§

Raise awareness for climate action through the use of social media, our website and
athletes as climate ambassadors (Lucas Di Grassi with UNEP)
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Creating value through values
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Leadership & innovation –Accreditations (1/5)

ISO 20121 certification
and FIA Environmental
Accreditation
Certifications in recognition for setting the
international standard for sustainable events,
awarded by independent body SGS & the FIA.
§ Formula E’s events have successfully passed year-onyear assessments against ISO 20121 and 3-star FIA
Environmental accreditation standards and the only
motorsport championship having such prestigious
recognitions:
1. ISO 20121 offers guidance and best practice to help
manage events and their social, economic and
environmental impact; it addresses all stages of an
events’ supply chain, and includes monitoring and
measuring guidelines
2. FIA Environmental Accreditation is a three-level
framework aimed at helping motorsport and
mobility stakeholders worldwide to measure and
enhance their environmental performance
3. Health, Safety and Environmental management
system (HSMS) is integrated within ISO20121
framework

“Having recently achieved ISO certification according to the
ISO 20121 management standard, which follows similar
guidelines to the FIA’s accreditation checklist, Formula E
clearly remains one of the shining examples of an FIA
championship promoter that implements an Environmental
Management Systemfocused on continual improvement
and reduced impact in the running of its events.
The ABB FIA Formula E Championship demonstrates great
leadershipthrough its combined efforts within
Environmental Sustainability. It has implemented an
Environmental Management System to improve its
operations according to best practice, and at the same time,
is pushing forward and promoting new and cleaner
technologies.”
FIA

Leadership & innovation –Accreditations (2/5)

Environmental Management
•

Operational environmental management embedded into HSMS

•

Process and procedures set covering environmental aspects and
impacts

•

Event specific spills management plans in place including the
appointment of a cleaning and waste manager responsible for spills
management at each event

•

Designated re-fuelling areas established to isolate spill occurrences to
singular areas for easier management

•

Specific waste management, recycling, disposal guidance in Event
Management Specs and Scope of Services for events

•

Air quality modelling study completed to understand the environmental
and occupational health impact of our events

•

Process and procedures adopted to minimise use of hazardous
materials and chemical storage on site

•

Overlay designed to reduce environmental impacts

•

Working towards ISO14001 certification

•

Overarching aim is to strengthen our environmental management
processes and response in order to continue to comply with our ISO
20121 Sustainable Events certification

Leadership & innovation –Accreditations (3/5)

Remit of HSE team
•

Corporate HSE management including overview of race specific corporate risk, contract
reviews, preparation of business legal registry and pre-contract due diligence of promoters
etc….

•

Developing and reviewing / improving the HSE management system and developing staff
training

•

Environmental Health and Public Health across all functional areas of the business –
COVID19

•

Planning, pre-event feasibility studies, planning, permitting and event licensing submissions
– London HSE planning and licensing application required 142 documents

•

General business HSE operations in our London HQ and our East Midlands depot

•

Logistics – supporting our Donington Park based team across their international operations
including the safe transportation of dangerous goods

•

Fire Safety across all area of the business – corporate and event operations

•

Construction safety during track and event infrastructure build within a CDM Framework

•

Operational event safety at events including staff and contractor safety, event control
management, crisis management, public safety, crowd management, traffic management

•

Procurement, installation, inspection and safe operation of temporary demountable
structures

•

Sporting Safety inputting into FIA operational procedures including battery management

Leadership & innovation –Accreditations (4/5)

Building a functioning HSE system
•

Education and Training – working closely with IOSH we modified the Working Safely course
to make specific to our business needs

•

Every member of the Leadership Team undertook IOSH Managing Safely course

•

We began writing the HSMS with the basics – company HSE policy and statement
environmental policy with support from the business HR (People) Dept.

•

We used HSG65 as our foundation guidance but modified to suite our global operations

•

CDM has become imbedded into into our event management process

•

HSMS reviewed to ensure global relevance

•

FE minimum HSE standards shared, adopted and applied across the world (Based on UK
Legislation)

•

Use our in-house Technology Dept to develop cost effective applications to manage
compliance, share information and to ensure the HSEMS was accessible to all staff in any
location worldwide

•

Environmental management imbedded into the HSMS

•

Currently working towards ISO45001 certification in 2022 and ISO14001 following this

Leadership & innovation –Accreditations (5/5)

Current operational HSE readiness
• HSE function has developed into a core function of business – four core team
members
• HSE function provides areas
Environmental management

of

expertise

from

CDM

through

to

• HSE management system fully digitised and available on multiple software
platforms and mobile apps
• Competent team of global HSE consultants – experts with key regional
competencies who support operational safety
• Departmental Champions – employees supported to level 6 (NCRQ) standard
– empowered to act
• HSE function involved in every aspect of an event from concept through to
derig
• Close working relationship with the sustainability team for environmental
management and ISO20121 certification
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Social progress –UNICEF partnership

Partnering with UNICEF
to build a better future
for children
We aim to contribute to the support of 3m
children across 3 years, building on our 2020
partnership to fight the effects of coronavirus.
§ Formula E is supporting the UNICEF Safe and Healthy
Environment fund and this is anchored around 4 pillars:
1. Make children a focus of environmental strategies
2. Empower children as agents of change
3. Protect children from impact
4. Reduce emissions and pollution

‘Together with
UNICEF, we
want to create a
better world for
future
generations and
provide children
with the tools to
reach their full
potential.’

Social progress –FIA Smart Cities

Supporting FIA Smart
Cities initiatives since S5
The FIA Smart Cities initiative and its three
pillars aim to ensure that mobility in the cities
of tomorrow is safer, cleaner and more
accessible for all road users:
1. Forum: hosting conferences for the mobility sector
2. Global start-up contest: supporting visionary
entrepreneurs to shape the future of urban mobility
through networking and access to guidance & funding
3. Legacy: building capacity and expertise for tangible
and long-lasting outcomes

Formula E x FIA Smart Cities notable activations, S5-S7:
S5 Mexico City

Smart Cities Forum
and start-up contest
in the E-Village

S5 Hong Kong

Smart Cities Forum

S5 Rome

Smart Cities Forum
& Off-site start-up
contest

S5 Monaco

S7 Puebla

Smart Cities
eForum:
‘Micromobility and
micromodaality for a
new urban mobility
landscape’ and emobility conference
organized after race

Smart Cities Forum

S5 Monaco

Smart Cities
eForum: Europe:
Better Data for
Better Mobility

Social progress –FIA Girls on Track

Supporting FIA Girls on
Track initiatives since S5
FIA Girls On Track programme aims to inspire
girls and women into seeing and believing that
there is a rightful and valuable place for them
in the motorsports industry.
1. Ambassadors: inspirational women within motorsport,
including team principles, mechanics, presenters and
engineers, that attend school and networking events,
in addition to speaking at virtual events
2. Events: offers girls aged 8-18 an opportunity to
participate in activities and workshops to inspire and
encourage an interest in STEM subjects and industries
amongst school girls: electric karting, media, road
safety & first-aid tutorials, STEM & environmental
challenges, simulator experience and pitlane walks –
for more info see here

Formula E x FIA Girls on Track notable activations, S5-S7:
S5 Mexico City

Girls on Track proof
of concept

S5 Berlin

Girls on Track

S6 Diriyah

Girls on Track

S6 Santiago
Girls on Track

S6 Mexico City
Workshop with
Mahindra for 24
winners from FIA
Girls On Track

S7 London
Girls on Track

S7 Berlin

Girls on Track

Social progress –Host city legacy projects

Engaging in long-lasting,
impactful projects in our
host cities
We positively impact our host cities with yearlong community engagement activities and
provide tailored legacy projects to spread our
global sustainability message.
§ Legacy programme - Engaging in long-lasting,
impactful projects in our host cities
§ Working with local charities via activations and
targeted donations
§ Educating communities via dedicated programmes and
at our E-Village
§ Engaging local communities via outreach and
volunteer programmes
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Creating value through values –Partners

Creating a platform for
our ecosystem to test &
implement their ideas
We work closely with teams and partners to
integrate sustainable solutions and initiatives
into our events, and align them to UN SDGs.
§ Our ability to accelerate sustainable human progress is
amplified when we work together with our ecosystem
§ We work conscientiously to activate our symbiotic
relationships with teams and partners, ensuring we
provide an exciting and accessible platform for our
stakeholders to test and operate their sustainability
initiatives; these initiatives are aligned clearly to one or
more UN SDGs
§ Consequently, the Championship as a whole reduces
waste, water and energy consumption, and gives back
to host cities via joint legacy programmes

Example partner event integrations, S5-S7
DHL GoGreen olive tree planting
§ Part of DHL’s ‘GoGreen’ global environmental protection programme and ‘Net
Zero by 2050’, it covered a stand in 400 olive trees at our Valencia E-prix
§ 350 trees were planted at the circuit after the race, with the remaining 50
planted in the city centre with a local NGO as part of its Global Volunteer Day

Allianz Hydration Stations
§ Introduced in S5, Allianz Hydration Stations and water pouches have helped
to phase out our singe-use plastics, saving ~300k 330ml water bottles
§ The 100% recyclable pouches can be reused not just at the event, but taken
home for further use, and reflect the joint mission of Formula E and Allianz to
battle the issues of climate change

The Heineken Greener Bar
§ Heineken launched its first sustainable bar concept, the Heineken Greener
Bar, at our S7 London E-Prix, using new building methods, materials and
technologies that improve how we upcycle, recycle and reuse materials
§ Per event savings are estimated at 6.5k kg of event waste, 5.3k kWh, 21.1kg
of CO2 and 25.1k litres of water

Julius Baer & Bosch pole position trophy
§ For our S6 finale, the Julius Baer pole position trophy was made in three
variants, each highlighting one of the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals
§ Trophies were 3D printed by Bosch, reducing their environmental impact

Creating value through values –Race to road transfer

A testing lab for road car
innovation
Through optimising their Formula E racing car,
teams generate knowledge that is passed onto
their EV road car divisions.
§ Teams directly benefit from competing in Formula E via
the application of EV technology at high-speed and in a
competitive environment, where every tenth matters
§ Whilst the battery, chassis, aerodynamics and brakeby-wire system are common across cars, teams
develop the powertrain hardware (e.g., motor) and
software themselves
§ Teams get the benefit of learning how these systems
work at high-speed, and generate knowledge via
optimising powertrain (e.g., material usage) and
software for drive and energy management

Example race to road technology transfers
Mahindra
“We understand our composites better now. This understanding is enabling
parent M&M to leverage the know-how and implement it into its new offerings;
for instance, the all-new Mahindra XUV700, which uses a composite tailgate in
place of high-tensile steel to induce greater weight savings.”
Dilbagh Gill, CEO and team principal, Mahindra Racing

Jaguar

§ Improvements to the I-PACE road car include temperature control, battery
capacity and regenerative braking system which improved its range by 19km
“The Jaguar I-PACE eTrophy has generated a huge amount of data for us to
analyse and those marginal gains, derived from competition on the track, are now
being applied to customers’ cars to further enhance their driving experience.”
Stephen Boulter, I-PACE Engineering Manager

BMW
§ For the first-time, BMW’s Formula E car – the iFE.20 – featured parts made of
renewable textile fibres, in the flax used to make the cooling shaft for the
battery, motor and electronics; as well as being sustainable, it provided
additional benefits of greater absorption and impact resistance than carbon
§ Moreover, BMW were able to slice a chunk off the weight of their race car
motor by supporting it with composites, including resin, titanium & ceramics

Enel X
“Currently, Enel X provides the DC fast chargers used by every FE team to
recharge their racecars’ 54kWh batteries. They use the competition as a way to
test their high-charging systems, iterating everything from the weight of the
chargers to the robustness of the cable material.”
FIA – A report on the contribution of motorsport to H&S and Environment

Thank You

